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to qualify for 
vote 
Gov. Pete Wilson and 
backers of an anu-
affinnative at non initiative
 turned in near-
ly 1.1 million voter signatures Wednesday 
 
potentially  more than enough to 
quail-
ty the hot -button 
measure  for California's 
November ballot. 
"Now the 
campaign begins," Ward 
Connerly, chairman of the drive to 
repeal  
race and gentler preferences in state pro-
grams,
 said as he and Wilson submitted a 
stack of 46,574 signatures 
to the 
Sacramento
 County registrar. 
Connerly, a member of 
the  Universits
 
California board of regents, played a 
otal role in the board's decision lasi Slim-
mer to
 
ci  ate affirmative action in inn-
versity adineounis,
 biong 
and  t 
initnuung.  
lit-
 said the November 1111tiat ivy, dubbed 
by its supporters the 







prohibition in all 































1.1. -or \ 
American studies. 
-there is soli 
the same 
number of minority





 years ago, he 
said.  
According 






 Office, there 
were 
approximately  80 percent
 white full-   







and 0.5 pert  
emit




 are no 







What do I 
think
 





 Cal State 
system? 
BUSIlleSS





who  made racial 
issues a key element 
of his failed presiden-




 were based on 
racial dis-
cis  anon. Eliminating aflirmauve 
action, he said, requires "die moral guts to 
right









By Leslie Asbury 








a risk. Ile 
said 
that it helps the people 
there to be radicals, 




 root of the matter. 
"When  we give tip our 
roots, we give up  our 
humanity.  You have to 




 of Morris 
Dailey Auditorium on 
Wednesday at 12:30 
p.m., with a 
standing
 
ovation  from the
 
crowd  of approxi-
mately. 400, to 
speak  of his ideas. 
animated
 every 
point  as 
agreement and -laughter 





said  Sharon 
Holley, a graduate student in the 
College of Education.
 "Seeing him in 




give up our 
roots, we give up 
our 
humanity.  
You have to 






















 for 33 
years, has
 made his mark 
m his 
community  as a 
spokesman for the poor. 
His many programs at 




tion. He is 
a noted 
author and 
speaker,  as 
According
 to 
XVilliams, ministers conic 
front miles around to 
take a look at his pro-
grams. To learn, what he 
said Glide Memorial did
 ttot wait for 
everyone else to 
do.  He said that his 
computer center for the kids is the 
best  one 
to be found Us any "ghetto." 
"I am glad 
that he came
 (to SJSU), 
but a lot 
ot the stuff he talked
 about I 
do not agree with because of my 
See 
Williams, Back page 
The Reverend Cecil Williams
 of the Glide Memorial Church in 


















 Students have 
alr Cal ly surpassed their allocated 
budget for this year's general elec-
tion by 
$4,000,  but plan on spend-
ing 
$23,300




 $23,300, $10,300 will be 
spent on the upcoming general 
election. An additional $5.000 
will
 
be spent for advertising and an 
estimated $8,000
 on revenue 
sharing  the $1 
contribution 
made to campus 
organizations  as 
designated  
by
 the voters. 
"The 
funding  account designat-
ed for this year's election 
was 
depleted last fall after the 
(two) 
special elections," Marilyn Charell, 
AS. president, said. 
Special, along with general, 
elections nearly emptied the A.S.
 
election budget tit $14,399. 
Manuel Alexandre, AS, 
chief 
elections officer 
said, "$5,000 was 
allocated 
to
 be spent on advertis-
ing as seen fit by 
the AS. election 
committee."




 after the Oct. and
 Nov. 
special elections he 
only  had $1.65 





 caused, the 
Election 
Correction










Wada,  member 
of
 the task 
force, 
inuoduced a 
ballot  to be 
voted on by 






















was no funding 
for this spring's 
AS. election. 
Chard! said,
 "Now it's 
up





 to be 





Students will vote 
on limy to use 
the 
$9
 A.S. fee, included in 
tuition,  
since the pilot program (Transit 
Access
 Program) may 
be dropped 
at the
 end of this 
semester.  
The  funds 
could
 be used 














and  5-1 for 
ulturall 
















Wilson said thi 







ed to the Campus 
Improvement  
Act. 
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 Steeb, 24, 
as the SJSU 
students 





 of felony 
assault. 
According
 to Sgt. David Lee of 
the Stanford
 Department
 of Public 
Safety, a 
call
 was made 
at 1:35 a.m. 
Saturday







Safety  who I 




vii  Inn 
told 1..1i.  i he Wa 
walking 
bai  k to 
his
 Icoihni  aftei 
attending 
a party at the 
Sigma hi 
fraternity
 house. Along 

















after giving he. . ,.ecti 
In his speech. 
Williams encouraged 







who go without 
can't  
concentrate  
Sparc An Duly 
Sciall Ana ctc !tcp.c
 
People who 
smoke  marijuana heavily  at least 
two ,n it 
of
 every three days  may have trouble 
paying attention
 and per  simple tasks 
even a day after going wubtitit  
the drug, an 
Fast 
Coast study found. 
San fi ise 
State
 students  who admittedly 
smoke  
tin a dads basts 
said
 they disagree with the find-
ings.  
"Thi nth. time












inal studies  










i I go to 
class 






Rescal  Ill.1  s mpared  
t15  "liege students who 
smoked at 
least  22 days a 
month with
 64 similar stu-
dents 
who smoked nine 




A day after going with-
out the




 worse on tasks
 that involved 
sustaining and 
shifting  attention. 
"1 think that 
the  problem with 
smoking buds 
while you
 go to school is the way
 it kills your moti-
vation,"
 Rick, a 
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 or doing 
simple 




















result from drug residue in the
 brain. front drug 
withdrawal or from actual 
damage to the nervous 






























  iii a 
Wa V that 
adjusted for different es in 
the  sublet Is' inherent 
ability to think and per 
I-, ion. die researchers said. 
Die 




at  more than a 
decade of generally 
dedining use. mari-
juana 
has  increased 
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 1 Medi, ine in 
lowa
 City, found 
previously
 
that licav marijuana use does
 incleed harm men-
tal tun(
 






dent t exists about 
thinking  problems associated 
wills 
drinking
 than with 
marijuana  use, he 
said
 in 
an editorial accompanying 
the SIMI, 
Most








new study would not 




crowd,  but 
the% 











Spartan Daily  Staff 
Writer
 Dwain
 .Vn WI a pal the  
Associated Press 















breakfast and you could be 
getting nearly
 a day's 
worth  of fat and more than 
















Battle Jr., from 
the 
health education at 
SJSU's  student 
health 
services 
department,  will 
speak  Friday from noon to 















 Jose State University
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Is there anything worth 
dying for in today's America? 
By NVilliam Jeske 
Afew
 months into the 
Republican's Contract 
with America, South Bay 
urban cowboy poet Jim Lyle was 
awarded a standing ovation from 
poets and writers for his 
biting  diatribe. 
Lyle started his prose piece about his 
college days when he and a handful of dor-
mitory buddies were huddling in the dorm's 
basement crowding to get a clear view of a 
small, black and white television screen. 
With unblinking eyes and held breaths they 
anticipated the verdict on the Sen. Joseph 
McCarthy cumin llll ist witch hunt hearings. 
With a 
klaxon  of victory whoops, the men 
cheered  that McCarthy would no longer be a 
threat to those suspected of having communist 
sympathies. 
Lyle and his friends slowly filed upstairs, but 
were halted by a lone classmate's incensed cry. 
It was a German
 student who'd come to 
America  studying to be a Lutheran minister. 
:Ton Americans!" he 
said seething, "You have 
no idea what a wonderful people you 
are! We 
Germans,  we hesitated, we 
waited.
 You just 
stopped 
your
 own Hitler!" 
Recently, a small
 business owner whose gift 
shop  is being bullied 
by a corporate developer 
said she watched
 in horror a television 
docu-
mentary 
on involving children and 
values. 
Eight,
 9 and 10-year -olds were 
asked by child 
behaviorists, with the children's 
parents pre-
sent, if there is anything worth 
dying for  per-
haps some ideal or belief 
that
 is so important 
they'd give their lives to 
protect or maintain it. 
The children merely 
hunched  their shoulders 










much, but moments later when 
I had time 
to digest the mes-
sage, I felt guilty 
for  not feeling 
something immediately. These 
anecdotes fluctuate in toy 
ethics 
code
 from light humor 
to soul-damning earnest. 
A waxing degree of 
guilt  overcomes me as I find 
myself having to recalibrate 
my value system with age. 
Principles that should have 
been  absolutely concrete have 
evolved into nebulous musings. 
Almost 
anyone  might say with-
out hesitation that 
freedom is worth 
iiiiidying
 for. An isolat-









what my free 
world would 
need to con-
sist of, I run the 
risk of been cast as a heroic  defender of the
 
underdog or an anti -social fanatic who hordes 
firearms and writes 
subversive  articles for 
underground hate
 rags extolling the great fall 
of society and how 
only  the strong will survive. 
Is there anything 






-abortionists  have killed doctors. A man 
laid himself
 across railroad tracks taunting a 
Navy 
armament freight train, and lost Isis legs. 
Whom 
do we ridicule, punish or vindicate? 
Dare I 
leave  it a question? 
Students in China's Tiananmen Square 
tempted tanks and soldiers in 1989. Students in 
Ohio's
 Kent State tempted 
National  
Guardsmen in 1970. 
Is 
life so 
precious that there 
isn't  any belief 
or social more that should be held onto so 
dearly that death is preferable to its
 absence? 
Statements like
 Dolores lbarrun's "It is better 
to die on your feet than live
 on your knees," 
may have
 won her line several reprints in quota-
tion books, but if someone took it 
seriously,  
what would we, the living, 
do?
 
Civilian militias are well 
within  their rights to 
speak ill of today's society, and store weapons to 
protect themselves. But when federal buildings 
blow up, the unmanned freedom spotlight 
flails wildly. 
When tempers simmer, noble battle cries are 
reduced to trendy catchphrases while political 
cartoonists ease our grief with macabre doo-
dles. 
Though I may still every so often tempt a 
nasty letter or phone call from irate followers
 of 
psedo-churches and cults, 
(whom I won't 
name this 
time  around) who read this far 
into
 
my opinions. I wonder if I'd back 
down when 
threats involve potential, 
or even actual, vio-
lence. 
A few years ago, I'd have said no without 
blinking.
 
Now. I say no  but I have to blink
 twice. 
I don't know how close 
Lyle ever came to los-
ing his life for any freedom
 he enjoys today, but 
if receiving a 
standing  ovation from a freedom -
loving motley 
crew of writers and poets was 
worth 















 Jan. 18, 1996, Melvin Simon 
Associates officially chose to redesign 
the Pavilion as an "entertainment
 
complex." Starport, a video
 arcade to be 
opened in July 
1996,  hopes to be accompa-
nied by 
national chain stores. Simon 
Associates issued eviction notices to the retail 
shops that were left in the shopping mall. 
I 
grew
 up in a fairly small town. The majori-
ty of the shops in the downtown mall were 
small, unknown boutiques that added person-
ality to a small scenic town. The shop owners 
actually worked on the floor of the shop 
instead of a high rise in some faraway city. As 
much as I say!
 hate that small town, I do have 
to admit
 that! liked walking into a store where 
the 
owner  was a neighbor or a family friend. 
The shops seemed more human 
and alive. 
When I came 
to SJSU, I had that small town 
mentality that left 
me
 feeling swallowed up by 
faceless owners of 
chain  stores.! did not have 
a car at that time, so every destination! chose 
had to be a short walk away. That would
 be the 
Pavilion. I 
would  go there to buy cards or to 
just get away from 
campus.  
Even though the empty
 store lots outnum-
bered
 the running 
businesses.
 I remember 
feeling 
a little less 
homesick.
 There, I 
could  
find the
 small unheard 
of
 shops where the
 
owners were 
most likely to 
be
 the clerks 
behind the 
counter.  I thought it 
was so great 
to see them there
 and prospering 
in a  city full 
of chain stores. 
Like 
the ones in 
my town, these
 shops 
added  spice and 
personality,
 which this high-
tech city 
really  needed. 
I realize 
that









giving   
up a 
lot  when  
the little 
shops leave.  
Yo 
u can gp 
anywhere  to find  
an
 arcade ... 
succeed,  there has to be some big name stores 
located 
there, but it's the little unheard of 
ones 
that give the area the uniqueness that 
might attract more customers. Take a look at 
Los Gatos, for example. The
 stores located in 
the 
downtown
 area are small boutiques that 
people from other areas
 have never heard of. 
That is one of the reasons
 why Los Gatos is 
well-known. People tell
 me that they love walk-
ing through the 
downtown  area, looking at all 
the 
original  ideas that 





think  that the Pavilion 
might  be giving up 
a lot when 
the little shops leave. You
 can go 
anywhere to find an arcade, but
 where else 
can you go to find a South American and 
Native American art 
and gift shop? People 
remember stuff like this. 
They  usually will 
not  go out of their way to 
play video games Aotea
 
there  are plenty 
of 
places out there. They 
will:however
 drive that 
extra five miles 
to




that they discovered while grabbing 
lunch in the 
Pavilion.  
One




 Associates is that today's small 
unheard  
of
 shop can quite possibly be tomorrow's
 large 
success. All stores start somewhere,
 with the 
owner 
working  the counter day and night. 
The  Pavilion was designed close to a 
univer-
sity. Students should frequent the shops 
locat-
ed there.
 Those small stores might gain the 
popularity 
that draws in more customers. It's 
always good public relations to be able to 
claim to be the sight
 of the 'original' or 'first' 
shop of a huge 
success.  Isn't it? 
Even if these shops 
aren't the future multi-
million  dollar enterprise, 
they
 do generate 
income for the shopping mall 
if you must 
think on financial ternis.  Why
 else would they 
have been operating since 1988% 
For all those small
 towners out there, 
though, I 
think  die small town -like shops do 





 shops, and I think that they should 
stay.  
Without them, the 
Pavilion will become just 
another droll, high-tech
 facade, with no per-
sonality of its own. 
Leslie Asbuty is a Spartan 
Daily  Staff Writes 
As.
 was browsing 
through 
an 




 by the 
beauty that 


























think about how 
we 




























ities, and we 










times as we 
get caught up 
in the hustle 









shade of blue 
and
 down-
cast. I am 
realizing that God has
 
pm it in my heart to look
 closer 
at 
those  people so that
 I can see 
the beauty 
that lies in their 
!warts. 
In life, it seems, we 
never  see 
all there is to be 
seen. 
For 
instance, when we look at a pho-
tograph of 




its to describe it? 
Possibly  minutes to hours. But 
how  long did it take 
to simply 
look at it? Ten to '20 
seconds?
 
My point? To 
describe
 








we may have to find 
out  more about the scene or 
per-
son. But to look at 
pictures takes 
no time at 
all. And isn't this what 
we do every
 clay, look at pictures 
and 
not  take the time to 
describe
 
or -appreciate the 
beauty of what 
we
 look at? 
Many times 
we
 walk past peo-
ple without ever knowing 
what  
makes  them tick. Will we ever 
be 
able to describe those people 
who fade away as we walk past 
them? 
%Then
 we show someone a pic-
ture 
of friends or family mem-
bers, we describe 
the picture to 
them in detail. 
When
 we do Sc), 
they get a clearer picture in their 





describe everything about 
our 
friend's life, but 
we can try to 
describe him or 
her  as best we 
can.




people  who I 
walk  
by every day the 
same  way, espe-
cially those who
 are poor, home-
less, sick, lonely, sad and 
have
 no 
One  way to do this is 
to stop 
and
 focus on people,
 and to 
make  time to 
acknowledge
 that 




and ask God to 
pour down his love on
 its so that 
we share that love





friends and I 
decided
 to take
 s lllll e 
bine  out 
01 
our busy

















 when we 













plc from the 









others  had 









go. We hung 
out with 
them for 20 
to 30 minutes 
and  started 
to talk to a 






liked to do. 
Finally, 























they did drugs 
and  what their 






ing done drugs 
in the 
past, were 
aisle to relate. 
They 
encouraged  them 
and told 
them there is 
hope. After the movie, which, 
coincidentally,
 was about stay-
ing in 
school  and not giving 
up, both Skip and Robert 
moved. 
"It made me feel like 
going to 
school
 again," Skip 
said hopefully. 'Thank you." 
We I  g out with Skip a cou-
ple of more times after that, but 
eventually got caught up with 
life's day-to-day interruptions. I 
have not seen Skip or Frank since 
then, but I remember them a lot 
better than di had not taken the 
time to go see a movie 
with thesis. 
Now when
 I go to downtown 
San Jose, I occasionally 
look
 out 
for those two teenagers that 
tanght 
me
 that life can have a lot 
of 
U-turns.  It's important to real-
ize 
that
 anyone can end up in 
trouble, homeless
 and without 
hope because
 a couple of bad 
turns.
 But by giving people a 
helping hand, you can IwIp oth-
ers steer their
 way out of life's pot 
holes, 
like my friends who over-
came drugs and the 
streets. 
I 
can only hope I get another 
oppor  ty 
to
 realize how spe-
cial Skip and Robert
 truly are. At 
least I will 
always
 have a photo-
graph of them iti 
my
 heart and I 
litqw they, 
too,
 will have gotten a 
better picture 
of
 what people can 
do 
when







 is a Spartan Daily
 
Miff  Writ" 
Ilk futurity 






From my perspective, it appears 
that our 
university  has ignored 
President's Day 
on
 February 19. By 
choosing to 
treat this federal 
observance as nothing 
more  than 
the
 third Monday in 
February, the 
message 
is clear that the
 ubiqui-
tous "diversity," that is all the rage 
around here these days, extends 
only to heroes of non -European 
heritage. Failing to recognize the 
contributions made by George 
Washington anti Abraham Lincoln 
is personally insulting to me and 
to die rich and glorious history of 
our United States of which these 
great  men are a part. 
Indulge me, if you will, while 
offer 
a brief history lesson for 
those who are not
 aware: George 
Washington
 led  the Colonial 
forces to an unprecedented 
victory  
over the greatest imperial power
 
in the 
world  at that time, Great 
Britain, 
thereby creating the 
United States of America. lie was 
also our first president. 
Our sixteenth president. 
Abraham Lincoln, provided 
an 











 our nation 
from  splitting 
into 
two hostile entities,
 and just as 
importantly,  
abolished
 the cruel 
institution
 of slavery








 heroes like 
Frederick




 to pave the 
way  for 
everyone to pursue life, liberty,
 
and happiness, if they
 so choose. 
I 
hope I have provided
 some 
helpful information to your 
read-
ers. I sincerely hope that the uni-
versity 
decision  makers, whoever 
they are, 
will  not fail again in their 
responsibility as citizens of this 
great country,
 and as educators, to 
at least inform 
students
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 lose and aldllional mailing
 offices 
.lend address charges




rdtioite lose CA 
.11.9.014. Mal sub. -Timms
 a. 
e ewe.? or. a remander 
nificance 
of all our national
 holi-
days and 
observances   
even  
those that honor
 white guys. 
Donna  M. Fisher 
Political Science 
Opinion Page Policies 
All Spartan Daily 
readers are encouraged
 to express 
themselves
 on the Opinion page 










 must be typed and may
 be: 
*put in the Letters to the
 Editor box at the Spartan
 Daily 
office   
in 








the Spartan Daily Opinion Page 
Editor,
 














Submissions  become the 
ptopetry
 of the Spartan Daily 
and may
 be 
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. 
Submissions




 phone number, signature and 
major. 
Editorials 




 Daily editors, 
not  the staff. 
Published 
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 DAILY San Jose State 
Una%  ersIty 
Ihursday,  February 





Alpha Eta Rho 
General
 meeting  and
 
elections. 
5:30p.m.  Aviation 
Bldg., 






 News!" 7:30p.m. 



















Catholic Campus Ministry 





195 E. San Fernando St. 
Call 938-1610. 
Chicano Commencement '96 
Meeting, 5:30p.m. Chicano 
Library Resource Center, 
Wahlriunt  Library, rut. 307. 
Call
 924-8274 








Meeting. 5pan. Business 












Student Union, Costanoart 
rut. Call 243-7294. 
1045 Daily Calendar 
Improvised Music Studies 
Mariachi 
workshop.  (one unit 
credit, 
registration is open). 
7p.m.-9:30p.m.
 Music: Bldg., 
rm. 186. Call 929-4675. 
The Listening Hour 
SjSU electrti-acoustic ensem-
ble, by Steve Reich. 12:30p.m.-
1:15p.m. Music Bldg., 
Concert
 
Hall.  Call 
9244631.  










Debbie Dag-ue, painting, 
Gary Tolottlei, mixed media. 
Beth Bresnan Se Kyoko 








































Prat tire for intt r, I rWirtg. 
12:30p.ni  and 
:Than,
 












Meetisig  with a 
speaker.
 







Lambda  Phi 
"the 





Latter-day Saint Students 




 - "Saturday's 
Warrior Mt 
wie."  12:30p.m. 
665. 
























riti.Call  448-8212. 
School of Art and 
Design  
Student gallery exhibits: 
Bob Moran,
 punning. 






 narked media. 
Beth Bresnan Sc Kyoko 
Fischer, painting and print-
making. Six various artists, 
ftherworks. flat.m.4pan. Art 
BldgCall 929-4330. 









 Administration  
Bldg., on. 207. Call 9246500. 
Span:10.6dr  is frcc 
and 







 %Int 110() 
(El lb brft)ft. pili4i(.1*-
lit)It. Forms wadable 
at IM111  
209.  Foam, 
intr. be 
edited  to 













Calif.  (AP) - Need 
a reasonable fat 
- 
simile
 of Air Force 
One, or five 
tons
 of space junk
 
strewn 
across an asteroid 
somewhere  where 
man
 has 
yet to boldly go? 
The  likely place to 








 Jamie Lee 
Curtis  swung from 
a helicopter 
skid in die 
cliffhanger  
climax
 of "True 
Lies,"  she was 
really
 clinging to a 










about  50 miles 



















president  to 
resign  the 
highest  
office
 in the 









Force  One. 


























 past his 
stacks















Wonder over his own






movies  during 
the I hISI
 





got al lint. 
of
















1)11,  led 
planes
 toi 
I I. a 
ftwood






 1, led Ins
 hand 




I le even ran 
his business as a straightforward
 sal'
% age yard.  Intl tie
 
ciicuct 
Me customers increasingly 
picky owl. the III 1111`11 Sear, It for 
the right part. 
Ills 
fortune lay at 
111.1,1  in 11 e transformation of 
trash to 







. the guy always 
to kick 





dccci lids as 





they get unit 






and Alai.' They're 
so used to dealing 
with 
papier mache
 airplanes, they can't 
believe it when 
they see die real thing." 
Most 
of
 the stuff you see
 on tiu 
screen 
these 
(lays is ours. 
A 
Lockheed  




1,1 II I I11 1 /1111\ 100 100MS up 
a ghost on the samly 
c I ,  .c 1. it was "flown" by 
Dial, 
Keaton  in a table 
Mark l'hontson









ai cci cccccc bv,










 Star Trek V 














up.  Yccit 
can't 
1,11  the difference
 
Icciaccti

































 god ticS 1,, an 
invreaSing
 











 a good eltI 




































































































































































































HAVE NO FEAR! 
I'LL 
























 with a Harvard 
honor 
A bunch of 
wannabe  Bozos 
NEW YORK 
A l ' ) (




makeup,  were not just clowning 
around.
 
1 hey were singing, dancing, 
juggling  and doing 
magic tricks in an 
effort to step into the 
size 83-
XXX shoes of Larry Harmon. 
Harmon,
 the original Bozo the 
Clown, audi-
tioned about 50 
anen




 he already has 71 fill-ins helping him 
play Bozo on the road,
 at malls, in videos and 
around
 the world, there's always room for another 
Bozo.  
By cloning 





 You never have to let
 him go." 
The 
young -at-heart Hannon, 
who refuses to 
reveal his age, 
recently  signed a contract to 
contin-
ue his TV show 
through 2001. (A clue: 
Fle 
latinched Bozo on record albumin 
50
 years ago.) 
Telethon star is cameo cabbie 
LOS 
ANGELES
 (Al') - Doesn't that cabbie in 
"Leaving Las 
Vegas"
 look familiar? 
That's Lou Rawls playing 
the taxi driver who 
gives 




ride - plus advice
 and encouragement. 
Besides the recognition for 
Shue,  the film got 
three other 




Not a surprise to Rawls. 
"I knew the minute 
I walked on the set that 
there was a special
 chemistry between Elisabeth 
Shue and 
Nicolas Cage," he said Tuesday. "There
 
was a sense with all the





Rawls, who also stars 




 the four nominations 
have 
clearly boosted attendance. 
"More and 
more people are 
coining  up to me 
to 
say  they saw me in 'Leaving las 
Vegas,- he said. 
Fleiss flick will have to do 
SANTA
 ANA, Calif. (Al') - You
 can see the 
movie.  just don't hold 





Madam"  opened in 
Los Angeles and
 New York last week,
 but the pro-
tagonist 
is keeping her 

















 is awaiting sentencing
 in April for fed-
et al tax evasion 
and faces a maximuni 
seven years 
in prison.  Slic has 
a1cjcsaI,ci .5 i1nic-e.5,  Gte
 
sen-
tence for pandering. 
!ler address book reputedly is 
full of big show 
business
 names who paid as much as $5,000 for a 
night with her call girls. 
"The only 
thing that bothers me about this 














-vehicle crash oh i a nun -slick 
inter-
state, wrecking his 1993 Range 
RIV1.1 
No 
one  was injured
 in the 
in 
t 
ident  Tuesday, 
and 
Manilow  was "absolutely fine," 
said Susan 




whose  hits include "I 




Bel -Air home at 
the time of the crash, just after  
noon. 
He made it through the 
ordeal just fine, said 
Dubow. 
"He spent an 
hour on the side of the road sign-
ing autographs  for other 
motorists
 al id 
(
 
:alit.  aria 
Highway Patrol officers," she
 said  




 AP) - Oliver Stone 
says he's done 
making 
1111 /VICS about U.S. presidents,




power  I had to make a 
political  movie I 
used, perhaps," the director
 said at the Berlin Film 
Festival where 
"Nixon'  opened Tuesday.
 
"I made my two 
movies.  I used die power I had 
from 'JFK'
 to make a movie about Nixon 
that I 
knew 
would be a tough go. Nixon 
was  not a popu-
lar man,' Stone 
said.  
Stone said he felt 
empathy
 with Nixon, partly 
because he shared
 sonic characteristics with 
Stone's father: "Certainly
 the toughness. the stub-
bornness
 and always being right." 
"Nixon" was nominated
 for four Academy 
Awards. It is not competing at the film 
festival. 
Han Solo 





\ -- II.1111.on Ford 
for-
got
 how to speak Woolue. 
Ford donned a 
Medusa  wig of snakes 
and a red 
feather -fringed bra 
on
 Tuesday to pick tip 
his  
Pudding Pot 
as Hasty Pudding 
Theatrical's
 Maui of 
the Year at 
Harvard
 University. 
But the 53 -year
-old actor demurred 
when asked 
to translate some 
snarls
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 CITY  MCA 
Inc.  paid $200 
inidion%Vechiesday
 to quire  
50 percent of 
fittiiscope 







deal brings MCA's music 
























 comes five 
months after Time 
*anal 111,-. dropped 














Among  those 
blasting Tune Warner's 50 percent lnterscope owner-
ship were Sen. Bob Dole 
and William Bennett, the 
former education secretary. 
As part of the agreement. MCA's domestic and 
international distribution arms will handle most of 
Interscope's records. MCA reserved the right to pass 
on "objectionable" records 




sill be done 
on
 a case-by -case, record -by-record 
basis,- Doug 
Morris,
 chairman of the MCA Music 
Enter -Li lllll tent Group, said in 
an interview. 
"Interscope  understands what  our agenda is." 
Morris was one of 
Interscope's  staunchest defend-
ers when he ran Time Warner's domestic 
music  
group.
 Morris was ousted in a power battle 
with  
Michael Fuchs, since fired as chairman of the Warner 
Music  Group. 
"We are going back 
to
 a very good relationship we 




 "We had built a company togeth-
er and when management 
changed  at Time Warner, 
Candidates spread out 











Hampshire, the GOP presidential race 
irednesday entered a 10-day stretch in which voters in 
fir states will test Pat Buchanan's momentum and 





 former Tennessee Gov. Lamar Alexander, who 
placed a solid third in New Hampshire,












 in :Inv of the next five states to 
Nitsie, and some 
Remibli,  ails 
wondered  if he could 
ripe sorely 
needed lilt ids. 
 :As the campaigns made quick 
(aCtical 






establishment that views bins as a 
threat not only to retaking the 







consensus  view in 





remained that Buchanan would 
pint  and sonic
 argued fiercely 
(!iiiald  not  capture the GOP 
nOmination and 
that either Dole 
would recover or Alexander 
would  
Gruerge as the nominee. 
 "In a fragmented field, 
25 or 26 
percent
 of the vote appears to be a 
victory," said
 Texas Gov. George W. 
Bush. who is neutral in 
the presi-
dential race. "But pretty soon, when 
it gets down to 
niavb, two candidates, 2t1








others in the party who said the time for 
undertsti-
mating Ilnehatian was over 
-11.
 






Cu. lilt ii exe/ wive director
 Ralph 
Reed. "He
 has put 
Dornan not quitting 
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) 
 The fact In' ran last among 
the major candidates in the 
New Hampshire 
presidential 
primary will not deter 
Congressman  Bob Dornan 
from pursuing the Republican 






dropping out after a disap-
pointing finish in Tuesday's 
Republican presidential prima
-
"They made that up out Of 
whole  cloth," Doman said. 
together a suing of impressive victories
 and shown 
himself to be a viable candidate." 
Gov. Fife Symington of Arizona said Buchanan 
could "absolutely" win his state's primary next 
Tuesday and capture the 39 delegates at stake. 
"His support is very broad and he may very well be 
the nominee of our
 party," Symington said. "Anarchy 
is the best term to describe what is going in on the 
politics of this country today. There 
is a very funda-
mental anti -Washington ferment across the land and 
Pat Buchanan is tapping into it." 
Arizona polling shows the race 
wide open. 
Looking at the 
next five 
contests, GOP observers said it was 
critical for Dole to win North and
 
South  Dakota next Tuesday. These 
states have only 18 delegates each, 
but Kansan Dole carried them in 
his 1988 campaign and has a fann-
state 
affinity. 
Delaware, which votes 
Saturday, is a 
wild  card. Publishing 
heir Steve Forbes is the only active 
candidate who has campaigned 
there and was scheduled there 
Thursday and Friday. After his 
fourth-place showings in Iowa and 




Delaware GOP Sen. William 
Roth endorsed Dole on Wednesday, and the Dole 
campaign rushed a  
poll into the field to determine 
whether it should air TV ads there. But senior cam-
paiguaisks
 said it warlikely Dole would not make a 
major Mitt there. Neither will Buchanan or 



































































\ 14. le, ,ullickt to 
dung,.  
ENTER TO WIN 
ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE FOR TWO! 
One merle far aro people. wary 
week /or  year PLUS 104 Light Plell Ark* Day 
hewer  Sae theatre FIJI derails 
No purrhase necessary
 Take hght rail to US 
Pa,ohon 









Seats  in 
Magnificent Auditoriums 
































Listening  Devices 


































8 Wall -to -Wall Screens 
JODIDigitai  Soundc. 






Pavilion  8 
Theatre
 in 
Downtown  San 
Jose  201 




itjust didn't work out any 
more." 
Those records deemed unacceptable will be manu-
factured, distributed and marketed by unrelated com-
panies, and MCA will not share in the profits. 
C. Delores Tucker, a frequent critic: of Time 
Warner's Interscope deal, said it was "laudable and
 
commendable" that MCA will not distribute objec-
tionable recordings. 






Congress  of Black Women has 
always  























 will be 
the target 
of our challenge
 and protest." 



























 of the 






LOS ANGELES (AP)  jurors who acquitted 
rapper Snoop Doggy Dogg and his former body-
guard of murder in the 1993 shooting death of a 
gang member deadlocked on a lesser charge of vol-
untary 
manslaughter  Wednesday. 
. Le 
jurors
 said they deadlocked 9-3 in favor of 
acquittal. 
"It now appears to the court
 that the jury is 
hopelessly deadlocked and I have declared a mistri-
al," said Superior Courtjudge
 Paul G. Flynn. 
The jurors also acquitted
 Use
 rapper, whose real 
name is Galvin Broadus, of a separate charge of 
accessory 
after  the fact. 
The mistrial 
only applies to the manslaughter 
charges. Prosecutors




whether to retry the





dark pinstriped suit and his 
hair pulled back in a 
braid;  
showed little emotion when 





ferenc.e  for March 
18. He 
reduced the bail of each 
defendant  
from $1 million 
to $100,000 each and 
removed electronic moni-
toring but warned them to 
show up in court 
"Be aware that if you fail to appear, it's the same 





The rapper's  mother, Beverly Broadus, said fatni-
ly and friends planned to celebrate the verdict at a 
restaurant Wednesday night. 
"I am so happy and grateful and I thank the 





some days, but God showed us 
the way." 
On Tuesday, the jury acquitted the 24-year-old 
rapper and former




 murder  
and  a 
charge  of 
conspiracy to commit assault in the Aug. 25, 1993, 
shooting death of Philip Woldemariam. 
The seven-man, five
-woman  jury declared itself 
at a 
stalemate  on the charge of voluntary 
manslaughter against Broadus and Lee and a 







coniusafter  one 
jiagar,frild  the judge 
the panel might be 




appears to the court that 
the jury is hopelessly deadlocked 
and I have declared a 
mistrial.  
Paul G. Flynn 
Superior Court judge 
"f he 
failure















office,  which 




in high -profile 
cases including
 the Oj. 







the best job we 




Robert  Grace said.
 
"We're 
not  criticizing the 
jury, we just don't
 agree 
with them." 
Prosecutors  claimed 




 to a west Los Angeles 
park
 and shot 
him after 
Woldemariam,










Broadus'  apartment. 
Defense  lawyers claimed self-defense,
 arguing 
that
 Woldeniariam, a local 
gang
 member, was 
going for a gun in the 
waistband of his pants 
when Lee 
fired  at him 
from a jeep 












 that he was 
unarmed when 
he was 
shot but later admitted
 
taking a weapon from Woldemariam's body and 
hiding it to set Broadus and Lee up for a murder 
charge. 
The shooting and subsequent trial has had little 
effect 
on 
Broadus' young musical career. 
Just months after the shooting. Broadus' debut 
1993
 album "Doggystyle" hit No. 1 in sales in its 
first week
 of release and went on 
to
 sell 4 1/2 Mil-
lion copies. 
Broach's  received the  
male artist of the
 year tro. 
phy in 1994 at the 
Billboard
 Music Awards along 
with 
MTV's  1994 best rap video 
award for the
 sin-
gle "Doggy Dogg World," 
Broadus was born and raised in a tough section 
of eastern Long Beach, a 
port
 city 15 miles south-
west of downtown Los Angeles. 
He got his start as a 
writer and featured vocalist 




gangsta rappers, they are part or 
a stark
 and con. 
frontarional 









shows  hearty breakfast
 can kill 
WASHINGTON
 (Al')  Start 
the day with 
a typical family-style 
restaurant breakfast and you could 
be getting 
nearly  a day's worth of 
fat and more than 1,100
 calories 
 all before that morning meet-
ing, a consumer group said 
Wednesday. 
Diners can get healthier break-
fasts at these restaurants by order-
ing cautiously and requesting sub-
stitutions, said Jayne Hurley, senior 
nutritionist at the 
Center for 
Science in the Public Interest 
"Most people don't realize how 
bad typical breakfast platters really 
are," said Hurley, who announced 
results of 
the group's latest food 
survey at a news conference. "We 
found many breakfasts that give 
you an entire day's worth of fat, 
sat-
urated fat, sod  and cholesterol 
 all before 10 o'clock in the 
morning." 
The margarine industry, calling 
the consumer -advocacy group 
"alarmist"
 and "food police," said 
its latest study 
"totally
 ignored the 
reduced -fat margarine choice" for
 
breakfast  at restaurants. 
The study "implies that mar-
garine and butter are
 the same, 
giving consumers a license to go 
back to butter,"
 the National 
Association of Margarine 
Manu-
facturers said in 
a statement. 
Donald McNamara, executive 
director of the industry -sponsored 
Egg 
Nutrition
 Center, criticized 
the
 consumer group's 
attack on 
eggs 
as a source of cholesterol,
 say-
ing the real 
health
 problem is satu-
rated 
fat. 
"You've got to look




said in an 
interview. 
Previous 
































































5:00pm  3rd 
Floor  - Student
 Union 
Application
 Deadline:  
Candidate Orientation 
Meeting 
Thursday, Feb 22 from

















































Sports  Focus 
Briefs 
For &h. 21 
Women's Tennis 
The SJSU women's 
tennis  
team
 will play Notre 
Dame -Belmont in 
their 
tenth match of the 
season 
Thursday
 at 3 




ing victory in their 
last 














..ow tied the 
school recotd 
The mutt on 
Feb 3 





For Feb. 20-25 
Baseball 





 and Saturday, 
2 p.m.,
 Muni  Stadium. 


























 SJSU at CS 
Fullerton.  
Friday,  7:30 p.m. 
 
SJSU
 vs. UC Irvine at the 
Event 
Center,  Sunday, 2 
p.m.  
Women's Swimming 








 SJSU at Saint Mary's 
Tuesday, 2 p.m. 
Men's  Tennis 
 Spartans
 at UNLV, 
Friday,
 Las Vegas. 
 


















 SJSUat UC Santa 
Barbara,







in Big West Conference
 meet 
PHOTO BY 
CHRIS SIMESCU  SPARTAN DAD 1' 
SJSU gymnast Suzanne 
Ryan performs a difficult jump
 on the balance beam during 
the January 26 meet against
 Cal State Fullerton 
at 
Spartan  Gym. 
Spartans 
continue to improve 
By Paul Eiser 
Spanaa 
Dady  Staff Writer 
The  SJSU gymnastic team is 
vaulting into a meet with 
University of 
California,  Santa 
Barbara  7:30 Friday night at the 
Spartan






available  rankings 
put SJSU in eighth place, just 
above 
Santa Barbara. 
According to SJSU gymnastics 
coach Jackie Walker, SJSU did 







was able to out-
performed 
the  Hornets. It was a 
close match. The team earned 
the highest score in the Big West 
Conference with a final  team 
score of 191.125. 
Sacramento  
finished 
with a team score of 
189.150.
 
"Santa Barbara is similar to 
Sacramento
 State, which we beat 
last time," 
Walker  said. 
As 
the team continues to 
improve week 
by week the SJSU 
gymnasts  have high hopes for 
the meet 
against
 the Gauchos. 
"I think we 
can beat (Santa 
Barbara). 
We have a lot stronger 
team," said senior




 Courtenay Cole 
said, "We're cleaner, more pol-
ished."
 
The Spartans are still
 trying to 
get the scores






 has to gain 
two 
more tenths of a point for the 
team," Cole said. "Clean up that 
little bit more." 
The team has been working 
hard to improve itself, both 
physically and mentally. They've 
been practicing every day to pre-
pare themselves. 
"We've been very focused on 
ourselves," Wheaton said. 
According to Wheaton, the 
team has also been practicing 
visualization. "We watch our-
selves doing our sets, doing per-
fect. It's a real mental sport." 
"We are paying a 
great deal of 
attention
 to detail ... do what we 
do as close to perfection as pos-
sible," Walker said. 
The strategy appears to be 
working. The team is constantly 
setting  new high scores. So far 
this season, the team has broken 
eight out of ten school records. 
"I think our top team floor
 
score will be in the top 15 in the 
nation,"  Walker said. 
The team has set new beam 
records twice this season  and set 
a new record for bars
 and floor. 
"We've broken our vault 







sti  eak 
throughout the season. 
"I 
think we can do just as 
good as we did last week or even 
better," said learn captain 
Hawley 
Ahnstech.  
In their last meet against 
Sacramento State, the Spartans 
broke six school records includ-
ing highest team score by 2 1/2 











 Daily Staff Report 
The SJSU baseball team (6-5) 
will 
look
 to add to its 
three game 
winning streak when 
it takes on 
CSU 
Sacramento  (3-9) 







looking  to 















will  try to 
contin-
ue 







 Ryan Johnson, 
















 the series shifts 
to San Jose's 
Municipal  Stadium at 








 our goals," SJSU 
baseball coach
 Sam Piraro said. 
Piraro said 















March  22, 
where the









 will count on 
their ace, 
Rich
 Ledeit (2-0, 
1.44  ERA), who 
will start Friday's












 22 of 33 games
 overall 
against
 the Hornets. 
Jason 
Davis (0-1,2.86
 era), who 
leads the 
team with 16 
strikeouts 
this season,












 fresh off 






 appearances out 
of the bullpen 





 era) is the workhorse of 
the staff, 




 strikeouts in 







 of CSU's pitching
 
staff. "They got 
off to a slow start, 
but came in 
thinking  the had the
 
best eitching
 staff in the 
confer-
ence.  
CSU  is 
coining






 of three games. 
The
 Spartans went


























has  to take 
his 
)01 off of 
first.  
The  SJSU 
baseball





























started  the 
sea-






 7-4, and 














would s  
ble 
and dip 
under  .500 
with




 goal is to 
get  better each 
and every 
week,"  SJSU 
baseball 




improve  on a 




hardest  by the 










to prove they 
will  not just be 
a push 
over  this season. 
They may
 be  on their way
 now. 
With three
 games under 
their  belt 
and 
two players batting 
over .400 
the 




SJSU has had seven winning 
seasons in the
 last nine years. In 










in the dug out,
 the 
Spartans could provide the 
magic  
that 
the 41 -year -old coach has 
maintained 
through the years. He 
has a 286-222-2
 record at SJSU. 
But what about
 ,the let down 
List year? 
SJSU  went 21-33. 
"We have a lot 
of returning 
players and tough 
youngsters. 
Piraro said. "I have seen growth 
and development and I hope it 
translates 
to success." 
Maybe this little 
winning  streak 
is a glimpse 
of what is to come. If 
it is, one 
thing  that the players will 
have to do is stayed focused day in 
and (lay out. 
"This series is no different 
from 
the series last week and 
the series 
before that," Piraro said of the 
upcoming
 series against CSU.
 
"Our goal is 
to




With :mire than 40 games
 yet to 
play continuity becomes impor-
tant. 
Players that can provide that 
are Walsh, who has a Ix  g aver-






has a .409 batting
 







 help on the 
mound.
 




we get a chance, we have to break 
them."  
As king as they keep their foot 







CAMPUS  BY JAY VALES 
































FOOL.  , 




















































































 was the 
highest 
score at 
the  meet 










 third on 
bars and 
second  on 
floor. Law holds 
the 






















meet,"  Almstedt 
said.
 
The team is strong
 in all the 
events, but 
still  need to show souse 
unprovement in 
certain  areas. 
Floor
 exercise is our strongest 
event. We still are working to 
improve our yanks," Walker said. 
Although 
there are no debilitat-
ing injuries, the team is experienc-





"The kids are in pain in practice. 
They have to be tough," Walker 
said.
 
"Each time we've gone out the 
team has built more
 self-confi-
dence," Walker said. "Hopefully 
it'll make it easier this time out." 
The Spartans  will fact UC Santa 
Barbara 
at
 the Spartan Gym at 
7:30 
p.












 below nor 
is 
there
 any guarantee 






















MISS  OUT!! 
Only 7 














is nothing compared to 
the 
exhilaration experienced by 
skydiving! Tandem. 
Accelerated  
Free! all, Turbine 
Aircraft.  
SJSU student owned 
P. operated. 



















Fast.  easy - No financial 
obligation 
1800862-1982  ext.33. 





 30% - 6C% 
on 
your
 dental needs. 




Grad Student will 
tutor Physics, 
Chemistry, Math and Computer 
Science. First session is free. 
Call Steve: 408985.9192.  
CAMPUS CLUBS 
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB. 
Enjoy tamirg
 about Irish, Scottish, 
and Welsh culture. Explore the 
beautiful 
Celtic  heritage. Open 
to 
all  students interested in 
Irish/Scottish/Welsh
 music and 
culture. For more information,
 
call
 Kelly at (408) 927-7925.  
TRAVEL 
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal 
State Hayward s Bangkok sum-






 17 to August 6. 
Info: 
Julie  Clark, 510.885.3538. 









Laserlet II and 
III, all models 
Officelet and Officelet LX 















































































































































































Apply@ 848 N. First St. San tee. 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN 
and rewarding 
job? Become a 
teacher or a subsitute for our
 
school -age day care program. 
These are great 
positions  for 
students. Most
 teacher positions 
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute 
positions are perfect for those 
who have only one or two after 
noons available.
 Units in ECE, 
Rec, Psy, Soc. or 
Ed
 are required. 
Please call Small World Schools 
at 408-379-3200
 ext. 21. 
Shoreline Goi lJnIts-NOW HIRING 
Woking for a fun job in a beautiful 
setting? Shoreline 
Golf
 Links is 
the place for you. Hfl'gu, Pro shop, 
DrMng range, & Snack bar area's. 
Call  now for info: 415.9036133. 
PARENT EDUCATOR 
Reinvent Parenting Program for 
DD Adults 25.30 hours per wk. 
89.$11/hr.
 Fax resume 
248-4464. 
LOCAL ENIERTAIKINENT CONPANY 
is looking for enthusiastic and 
energetic team players to do face 
painting, balloon animal sculptur-
ing, and lead children's games. Will 
train. Pay vanes with experience. 
Call 408-269-5701. 
SPORTS Marketing/Management 
Intern. Seeking motivated individ-
ual with good communication and 
organizational skills. PT Flexible. 
Fax resume to  408-370-2634. 
SALES, INSIDE, PT. 
For students 
with great voices, good
 commum 
cation
 and the desre to make money. 
Sue 995.5905. 




Counselors needed for Girl Scout 
resident camps in Santa Cruz 
Mtns. Specialty staff needed for 
Kitchen, Maintenance, Arts, Lrfe-
guarding, Environmental Ed. and 
Horseback riding.
 Join us! Call 
408-287-4170 for more info. 
AUTOCAD Level 12/13 Operator/
 
Designer. High
 purity gas facilities 
design & 
installation.  Piping draw-
ings, 
schematics,
 field verification, 
as-builts. Part-time 
school  year, 
full time other. Contact & get 
resume to 
Dick
 Sillan, 924-3928. 
Mailbox Eng. 
491. Leave message. 
GREAT PAY, 
FLEXIBLE HOURS. 
10 to 40 hours per week. Counters 
& drivers needed. Got a sense 
of humor? If so, come on down. 





Requires hands-on Unix & Sun 





 Configuration/Toolsrnith - 
Develop 
debug  & support new 
emulation control




Translate  & write Verilog 
modules. Must 
have  Unix 8, 'C' 
programming 








 Top Pay! 
Contact & get
 resume to Dick 
Sillan,
 924-3928. Mailbox Eng. 
491, leave message. 
BEN 8 JERRY'S 
Ice Cream Parlor 
Now hiring manager 
& 
assistant manager 
for San Jose Location. 
Call (3101546-1717
 
Fax resume (310)5461597. 
WORK-STUDY
 CLERK 10/12 hrs 
wk. 
$6/hr. Literal Studies Program. 
Start Now! Use a Mac. 924-4414, 
JOBS JOBS JOBS 
Borg- Warrior








Training/Uniforms  provided 
Military experience a plus 
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTUNE
 
1-800-385-9419 
or apply in person 
501W. HamiltoneSah Tcmas Exp, 
Campbell,  CA (408) 378-9760 
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. 




Call today 1-415-968-9933. 
International 
Bartenders  School. 
SUMMER CAMP 
JOBS! 
Counselors needed for Girl 
Scout 
day camp in San Jose: Administra-
tive, Counselors, Special Needs, 
Arts & Nature. Join us! Call 408-





Interested in arts/ent. for 
SJSU?  
Accepting applications for office
 
staff & director positions. Apply 
at A.S. 
Office,
 Student Union. 
Room  360, Ph. 
924-6240. 
SWIM 
116TRUC1ORS/SIJMNER  96 
WSI, CPR.
 FA, LG req. Please 
send resume & cert. to: West 
Coast 
Aquatics  / Attn: JFN 
PO Bck 
110007.  CampbelL 95011, 
TEACHERS/TEACHER
 AIDES 
FT/PT positions with infants, 
toddlers, preschool 8, 
school age. 
Great advancement and growth 
opportunity. Good benefits. Immed. 
openings. ECE  exper. preferred. 
Call 




 Home Typists/PC 
users. Toll Free 1-800-898-
9778 Ext. T-2236
 for listings. 
SECURITY.
 ACUFACTS, INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Corporate Sites, Top Pay! 
Too many benefits to list 
, Swing, Grave Shifts, F/f &P/T.
 
Cala api*rn paste). firtonSun7.7. 
4(8.2865880. 5550 Menian Ave.
 
bhvn Si, Carte and Palencia,
 





wanted to teach aerobics
 classes 
for Associated
 Students Campus 








-age childcare (6.i. ECE) 
preferred. 
M-F, 2.6 flex. Looking 
for fun
 creative people who are 
willing to 
make  a difference. 
Summer opportunity also avail-
able (childcare, camp, aquatics). 
For more information, call Marie 
at 408-3701877. 
COLLEGE STUDENT -TO DO" LIST 
_Register for class _Roommate 
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy 
books _""FIND A JOB!!" _Strike 
up a conversation with that nice 
looking person I met at registration. 
"We can't help you with every-
thing but we may be able to help 
you with a jnh 
Would you like a position that 












3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara 






Little experience OK. will train. 
Car required. 20% commission 
paid
 daily. Flex hours available. 





position for Contracting Co. in 
Campbell. Flexible hours.Call 
408.369-1898. 
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS 
Elem. school -age recreation prog., 
P/T from 2-6pm. 
M.F  during the 
school year. turns into F/T (or Piti 
during sum, camp prog. Sint. sal 
Los Gatos/Srtga,  Rec. Dept. call 
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not aval. 




DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK? 
Our 129 
year
 old publishing con} 
pany. 
Southwestern,  is looking to 
select 8-10 students from SJSU 
to work in our summer program. 








School needs Class/Daycare asst. 
(10:30.6:30/2:30-6:30)  Elemt. 
age. Benefits. 
Call  255.3770. 
TEACHER: Before & After School 
Program, F/T. Paid medical. 
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec, 
units required. Resume to: 
Frederick Ferrer. @ Gardner 
Children's Center, 611 Willis Ave 
San Jose.
 CA,  95125. EOE. 
KITCHEN Clean-up helper needed 
T-Th/6:308pm, F/12:302prn. Lv. 
name & ph. # @ 292-7303, &abet. 
WORK P/T VYM4 DISABLED ADULTS 
evenings & weekends in their own 
homes. $7.21/hr. Call Greater 
Opportunities at 248-4464. Live-in 
also available. 
P/T CAR PREP/DRIVER 
You will keep our cars shipshape 
washing, vacuuming checiing %ads 
and driving. Positions
 are now 
available at our San Jose Airport 
location. We offer
 flexible sched-
ules in a fast.paced,
 friendly 
environment. Candidates must be 
a least 18 (with college credits) 
and possess a good driving 
record. Please apply in person 
with your DMV printout at: 
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR 
1350 N. First Stieet (LeBaron Hotel) 
San Jose, California 
(408)452.1100.
 
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S 
up to $120/week! 
Become a Sperm Donor. 
Healthy males. 19-34 years old. 
Univ.
 Students/Grads/Faculty 
Contact California Cryobank 
415324-1900, M -F, 8.5pm. 
BICYCLE MESSENGER
 SERVICE 






Express. Apply in 
person.  
22 West Saint





Flexible  hours, open




 plus bonus. 
Near 
Light  Rail, Transit 
Call Today, Work 
Tomorrow.  








also  available. 
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES 
NEEDED  
for new classy 
Asian  Nightclub. 
Excellent
 tips. Weekend / evening 
shifts. Call James at 7297829. 
535,000/YR.
 INCOME 






BACK TO  SCHOOL
 JOBS! HIRING 
NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs 
earning $10 hr. to $400/week. 









couples  need your help 
to conceive. Can











mailing our curculars. For info call 
1-301-306-1207. 
WANTED 
WANTED STUDENTS SEEKING 
$S
 
For Job Fair 96 
Wednesday,  February  28-1996  
10am-3pm.
 SW Event Center. 
WANTED 100 STUDENTS. 
Lose 8100 lbs. New 
metabolism 
breakthrough. I lost 15 
lbs. in 3 








HANDICAPPED MAN looking for 
live-in 







0 ! eek nossilde. 








with  Visas and Green 
Cards, Reasonable
 Rates,  Call 
Tamara Daney 415.267-7267.
 
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 
accepting students who wish to 
excel in playing guitar or bass. All 
levels welcome: Beginning, 
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock. 
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. 





Association of Resume Writers. 
Reasonable Rates. 
(408) 356-6782. 


























































































































subject  Why suffer and
 get poor 
grades 






assists  with 
research
 & wrrting. Tutorial
 also 
avail. Friendly, 














for free phone 
consultation:  
(415) 525'0505...ask
 for Daniel. 








etc. For more info, please call 
Dave Bolick at 
510401-9554. 















18 yrs. / Touch tone phone 
THE 












 and various 
awards sponsored by Packaging
 
Industry!  Enroll in Packagirg for 
eligibility. Scholarships available for 
Spnng and Fall 
1996.  Graduates 
receive 5 or more job offers.
 
Staring salaries from $30k... 




Coordinator at 408/924-3210. 
IS 207 or CCB 2(0. 
FREE MONEY For Your Education! 
Apply for
 your share in millions of 




COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED? 
We can help. Private money. 



















spell check ah.: storage. APA.  
Turabian and other 
formats.  
Resumes,  
editing,  graphics 
and other services available. 
Masterson's Word Processing. 
Cal Paul or Virginia  408-251-0449 
Certain advertisements In 
these 
columns
 may refer the 





readers should be 
reminded that,  when
 malting 
these
 further contacts, they 
should  require complete 
information 
before sending 
money for goods or services.
 
In 
addition,  readers should 
carefully
 Investigate all firms 
offering employment listings 
orcoupons for 
discount  




CLASS/RED - LOCAL RATES FOR 
NATIONAL/AGENCY
 RATES CALL 408-924-3277 
Print your 
















Rates:  3-line minimum 
One Two Three 
Four 

















































 day, rate Increases 
by
 $1 per day. 
First line
 125  spaces) set bold for no 
extra charge 
Up to 5 
additonal words available in 
bold  for $3 each 
























 Etc  _Travel 
SEMESTER 
RATES 





3-9 lines: $70  
10-14 lines: $90 
15-19 lines: $110 
 
All 
ads  are 
prepad   
No refunds on 
cancelled  ads 
 Rates for 
consecutive pubItcalons dates 
only  







 Special student rates 
available
 for these classifications.$5.00 
for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must 
be




 10am and 






 are offered 
free, 3 lines for 
3 days, as a service to 
the  campus 
community.
 























































































 15 years. Quick
 
Turnaround.  10 
mnutes  from SJSU. 
All work
 guaranteed.
 Call Jane 
















 Word Processing 
Theses,
 term papers, 
group 
projects. resumes, 
mini  crmicro 
cassette transcription.






























































Back - Chest- 
Lip   Bikini  Chin - 
Tummy etc. 
Students  & faculty 







before  6.31-96. 
Hair Today
 Gone 
Tomorrow,  621 
E. 
















facial  hair to 
bikini area.










Cons.  /Eve 
appts.  
All 















































Less  done 
18 





























































 for an 
artist 


















 in (ilt' ha)
 lo ,11c.. 








































0 '996 lmoto 




















































































"My  Gal 
-" 
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 stabilized African -Americans 









He also said that
 he will exam-
ine and discuss 
age-old  cultural 
beliefs.  types of behavitrr and 
their 
relevancy
 as a 
protection  against 
"I will 
















1611 discuss what 

















 1.11,111 Ail. the myth 
about
 
AIDS starting m 
Africa. Why don't 








Why  as it that Atilt an -
Americans,  upon diagnosis 
of HIV, 
get 
into the system late then 
do
 
not get equal treatment? 









 a more significant  
role  
III 




many other siniations? 
I la rris said information
 about 
hospices and support networks art-
less available to 
African-Ainericans  







miss  your 
opportunity  to 
meet  




 are a great






learn  what the 
organization 




Monday  2/26/96  
1230 PM  200 PM 










WELLS FARGO BANK 
Tuesday,  
2/27/96 










12 30 PM 
2 00 PIA 
Almaden Room 
SU 
CIRRUS LOGIC CORP. 
Tuesday, 3/5/96 













































































 to a crowd 
of students, facul-
ty and the com-
munity on issues 
ranging from 





noon at Morris 
Daily Auditorium. 
His appearance 



















Lovelace,  a 
crumnal 
justice major. it 
goes against the 
word of God." 
Williams  spoke 
passionately  
about  such 









a deep purple 
blazer,
 he moved 
about  
the stage





 with waving 
hands  and a passionate








always  out there,




strongly  advocate 
diversity, but I 
will 
not sell my 
blackness
 for anybody's diversi-
ty,"
 Williams shouted as the 
crowd roared. 
Williams  discussed self
-definition  in the 
sense of 
knowing
 the real you. He said he 
believes that people 
want
 life to be easy 
and free of 
conflict,  but that we all have to 
go through 
something.  He said that to 
really live means losing 
it
 at some time, cit-
ing an example of his "suave" friend
 that 






 define  yourself ...,"
 
Williams said. "I 

















 him last week, Williams
 took the cam-
era 
crew




 district of San 
Francisco.  
People  flocked aro iiii d 
them and started 
expressing  their beliefs on 
subjects.  
Williams said that he 
responded
 to them 
openly. The
 crew later asked 
him why peo-
ple respond to him
 so much. "Because
 I 
love dam," he said. 
He




His  colorful 








that.  When approached 
by this 
man, who chose to 
speak  through a teddy 
bear that he held 
in his hands, 
Williams
 
spoke back to 
the bear telling 
him that 
tomorrow will be 
(Bonehead's)  day. 
Williams
 said that he, 
himself,  could talk 
crazier than anybody
 else. The auditorium 
filled
 with laughter. 
Williams  continued  to tell 
the audience 




 about trying 
to
 change them." 
By 
changing
 himself and his 
beliefs about 
having the last word, 
Williams  said that he 
noticed a difference
 in his wife. 
After Isis lecture, 
the audience had a 
chance to ask a 
few  questions. They 
ranged  from the 







closed his lecture to 
an
 excited 








 "This is the time 
for the people. 
We 






the Sigma Chi 





 made some 
disparaging 
remarks about















 punched the 
vic-
tim  in the 
head,









When the publit safety officer 
tried to 
intervene,
 the suspects 









 plate slumber 
and 
phoned






 later. the 
suspects  were 
apprehended 
"just around the cor-
ner" of 
the parking lot, 
said  Lee. 
'rhey
 were found near the 
corner
 
of Santa Teresa Street and Lomita 
Driv)
 
'Alley made a traffic stop on the 
car 
because  it matched the 
description," 
said  Lee. The victim 
and the officer
 identified the four 
people in the 
vehicle  as the sus-
pects. The
 victim was treated at the 
scene  by paramedics, but refused 
further 
treatment,
 said Niemeyer. 
Police did not release the 
victim's 
Sigma  Chi 
fraternities  at 
Stankird  and 
SJSU
 
were  not avail-
able
 tor i omment.  
Coordinator  
to 




 Da& Staff 
%Voice  
DE. 



























 then field 
questions  from 
the audience.
 




















 is part 
of an 
approach  to 






























 (AP)  qualm 
authorities  
plan 











 Earlier this month, 
Klansmen






they had no 
reason  


































counsel  for 
the
 ductiuc t. 
"It's 




it as a get -m
-our -
face
 kind of thing.
























 is no 






































"There is a 
concern 















-Vietnamese,  etc.). 
'Mt! CCRI 




























 drive going. 
"The governor 
and I picked 
up the phones and started call-
ing 












identify  them, 
referring 









report,  which was due 
last 
week, is not yet on file with the 
secretary of state, a spokes-
woman 
said.  
Through December, the 
most recent period for which 
figures are available, the cam-




Glendale business executive B. 





and  $10,000 from 
Long Beach physician Edward 
Allred.
 
Signatures were submitted 
at other county offices 
throughout  California  Wed-
nesday, a constitutional dead-
line to turn in 




700,000 valid signatures 
of 
reg-
istered voters to qualify.  
County and state elections offi-
cial
 say it will take more than a 
month
 to verify the 
signatures.  
Spartan
 Daily Staff Writer Lindy 
Boisvert 
and the  Associated Press 








Calif.  (Al')  A 
$170 million project
 that 
extends the reach 
of Bay Area 
Rapid  Transit to 
Gonna  will be 
unveiled
 this weekend. 
The new station, 
topped 
with a five
-story  parking 
garage, will 
open  on Saturday, 
stretching  BART's reach
 1.6 
miles




The station also 
will serve as 
the 
starting  point for a 
pro-










board  BART each 
day  in Colina, with 
most of 
them 





 Healy said. 
He said 
there should be no 
additional strain on 
the system, 
though "it 
does  mean a lot 
more wear and tear 
overall  on 
the trains." 
But 
with  BART already 
han-
dling 250,000 
riders per day, 
sonic say trains already
 are too 
crowded, 
and that the 
addition  
of Colina will only 
make  things 
worse. 
"I often hear 
complaints," 
said Stephen
 Schwitalla, who 
co  
tes to San 
Francisco
 












10 a.m. to 3 p.m. SJSU Event Center 
Job Seekers: 
professional
 attire and resumes 





come with lots of questions. 
Take a close look at your 
career options. Meet with over 
175
 
employers  from busi-
ness, industry, government, 
health,
 and human services 
who are eager to hire for part-
time or full-time,
 summer, co-
op, internship, volunteer, and
 
permanent career positions. 
EMPLOYER 
PARTICIPANTS
 CAN BE ACCESSED 











 4111111 and wit,, re air porncird
 legArd
 to 
tail  r. 










 clisahled ertrt 
an 





















































































Tex t by  Shawna Glynn, Etc. Editor 
Wten
 my grandfather died, he left 
a modest sum of money to 
my mother. Surely it wasn't a lot, just enough to invest. 
Perhaps a down payment on a condo? Perhaps a trip to 
Atm a, where she had 
always
 dreamed of going? 
My mother chose to throw her pennies right into the fountain of 
youth. Without hesitation, she made a phone call, scheduled a consul-
tation with the plastic surgeon and ran to the bank to get her cashier's 
check. My mother was about to be transformed from "growing old 
gracefully" to Michael Jackson's twin sister. 
I took my mother to her appointment early on a Monday morning. 
I had a chip on my shoulder and with all her desperation, my mother 
tried to knock it off. 
"I need to do this, Shawna. I'm old, single, full of wrinkles. I no 
longer have self-confidence and I hate looking in the 
mirror."  
I wanted to tell my mother to spend her 
money  wisely. I wanted to 
convince  her she was beautiful without having some doctor
 cut her 
face up. I wanted her to realize 
that
 therapy, not surgery might help 
her  self-image. 
Nothing worked. My mother wanted surgery and that is precisely 
what she got. 
I picked my mother up after her appointment.
 Frankenstein sat 
beside me the whole way home, 
mumbling  and nodding off from pain 
medication. 
The brow -lift, face-lift and nose job was completed. Before 
long, 
like a week, we'd be able to unwrap her 
bandages
 and see the 
results. 
She lay around restless
 and helpless for a solid week. Her eyes
 
bled,  her nose bled, the staples in her 
scalp  itched and the pain pills 
upset
 her stomach. I wanted to feel 
sorry  for her, but couldn't get over 
the fact that 
her misery was her own fault.
 Or was it? 
My mother is a 
victim
 of magazines, television and 
her own occupa-
tion:
 cosmotology. She is bombarded
 with images of beauty and per-
fection. The perfect hair
 styles, the perfect body and
 the perfect 
youthful face haunt her
 daily. Weight obsession 
was  her first hang-up 
and as signs of 
age began to creep up, 
plastic




day came when the bandages
 were ready to be taken off. 
My 
ninety-pound mother 
slipped  out of bed and stood 
before  the mirror. 
I  took the liberty 
of removing mummie's 
bandages.
 
I think I was as nervous as 
she was. But, together we stood 
looking 
in the mirror. 
Aside from bruising 
and  stitches, my mother's
 youth was 
restored. No 
more crow's feet. No 
more
 loose skin around her
 neck. 
No more sagging 
eyelids.  No more creases
 in her forehead. There
 she 
was,
 my very own plastic 
mother. She no longer
 looked human. But
 
she liked it. To 
each, their own. 
A few weeks
 later, my mother
 decided gravity 
was  failing her. Her 
butt and breasts were 
headed south and 





 it yet. 
Mom, 
want some advise?
 Stand on your 
head





































































































































































































-old Jossiah Boggs 
captured first place 
for men 40 years 
and  older at the San 
Jose Bodybuilding 
Championships 
Text by Russel Hall  Photo
 by Steve Keegan 
pumped.
 Massive. 










what  they want to be. 
T., see 
these  results, only a serious commitment 
will do. The axiom 
"no pain, no gain" fits.
 Few people 





Sonbaty, a guest poser
 at the 16th Annual






Feb.  17. 
fo compete at the 





 he painful." El 
Sonbaty  said. 
Getting "bigger" 
requires  heavy weights and 
maxi-
mum 
effort.  It requires 
fatigue to the 
muscles  for sub-
stantial 
growth to occur. 
Fatiguing  the muscles
 or 
"going to 






 worked out. 
Along with the 




their  eating 
habits.














can attest to 
this.  Ivers, 
who placed 
in the top three






 said she 







 time, I 





























































rent  while 
men
 can get as 





Sonhaty has been 
competing  
sin,  e Pts", 
and  
is 
currently training for the 
"Mr.  
I le 
weighs  325 
pounds,
 but said his 
11511:111.11111,1  




 El Sonbaty  
said  
bodybuddeis  park on 
extra  
weight
 during the 
off-season  and shin 
down several 
weeks
 before a competition.
 
Bodybuilders 
are  frequently 
questioned






addition to packing on 
hidk. 
stet -tit& make users 
retain  Wal Cr, which 
can  explain 
the





competitors  put more 
strict
 limitations on 
their 





 out for a 
competition,"  Kris 
Carley,  an aviation 


















on them if they 
want  to win." 
Ivers explained
 that drug 









professional  ranks. 
"The
 judges know




 as just a 
reality  of the 




who go to gyms
 are different
 shapes and 
sizes, but
 not all people










others  are 
doing
 it for their












martial  arts 




 as an 
essential
 
part of her life. 
"I work 


































involves  the 
use , ,1 
\Seights
 for 






























IN like a part -Little pub; it takes a 
strii  t diet, a 
hard  workout regimen and iardio-training.
 All 























































said I lai 
sslsl 














retain  ilien 





keeping  a 




lose a lot I of then hi cast fissile 
when 
bodybuilding, 
so they- is, has,
 implants 
to appear more fill1111111e." 





in our society and more people scent to be 
working 
out. The people who take weight train-
ing to the next level are generally 
amazed with 
the results and want to take it further. 
"I started weights at 17 Just as a  
supplement  
to soccer and was astounded
 11.,),- Inv I', ',Is 
reacted. Fifteen
 years 





out," El Sonbaty 
said. 
Bodybuilding











fers from other sports in that 
menial toughness 
is required before the 
event and not during. 
The main event
 is tlie trine to make 
your
 per-
sonal sacnli, es 
pay
 
till' and shosvcase to all what 
you have 
.1,  ' ')i 11 /killed. 
Gtc. 
February














Text by William Jeske 
is 
usually  a pleasant 
break of 
pace when an 
a< tor, 
whose  cinematic 
tine is patterned
 toward 










niche has been to cast him-
self
 in adaptations or 
remakes of Shakespeare 
plays for the big screen, 
most  
notably  "Henry V," 
"Much Ado 
About  Nothing" 
and his 
recent "Othello." 
But Bnmagh did step 














Again"  and "Mary 
Sltelley's
 Frankilotiin.-















1..111fitl  the camera 
for "A 
Midwinter's Tale." 












HEALTHY OD DELI..101  
Fro" 
Soda valunch 
or Frio Gass of Wino 
w/Dinnor 
014Srlion 






VI lin Mom. 111 ammo It me  sed 
14011.1 993-9793 
 arriv 
and white melodrama, chroni-
cling a harried two weeks of 
rehearsals
 for a motley crew 
of six misfits and 
eccentrics  
brought together by a desper-
ate out-of -work  director to 
produce an 
experimental  pro-
duction of "Hamlet." 
Haphazardly, the five 
men and one woman follow 
director Joe 
Harper (played 
by Michael Maloney) to an 
abandoned church in his 
run-
down hometown of 
Hope.  
"It's a comic look at the 
actor's eternal 
despair,"  
Branagh said of his 
quick -paced film with 
even
 







fluttenng speech and 
stationary  camera scenes suc-
ceeds in 
transforming  the cin-
ematic experience to a stage 
play in the second 
dimension.  
The relative shortness of 
the 




straint elements and 
conies  
off as a beautifully streamlined 
piece.
 
Maloney leads the paranoid 




 of a doting 
parent and 
hard-bitten  drill 
sergeant. 
All  characters 
are diverse, 
downtrodden
 and dependent on 




 boils at 
appropriate  times. 
Undoubtedly written to vin-
dicate theatergoers, actors 
and 
stage hands,
 Branagh tries to 
do 
for





 news reporters 
and astronauts. 






 to lather 
his hopes and dash them 
with
 
bad news about 
financial
 doubts. 
Theater arts aficionados 
will 
relish the  trials 
everyone in the 
business  can identify with, from 
difficulties working
 with poor 
interpretation
 skills of characters 

















Prices quoted are for 
a one color print on 
white 
10046  cotton Hanes 




































































































138 E. Santa 
Clara St. 
(Between 3rd & 4th) 







 Plastic lenses 










































baby sitter was 
either a 
prophet 
or a lucky guesser 




The baby sitter could
 not have 
predicted the future more accurately 
for King, a physical 
anthropology
 































































































































































































































































































































































From the RUSSidil White House to 
SJSU 
Text by Dustin Shekell 
RYissian
 literary legend 
evgeny Yevtushenko is 
o popular worldwide, 
immense
 stadiums have been 
required 
to
 house the crowds 
lie draws while




a U.S. tour promoting
 his latest 
novel,
 "Don't Die 
Before  You're 
Dead," and will
 appear at San  
Jose  State 
University
 on Friday. 
Fie 
will read his 
poetry and 










































































allowed to speak for them-
selves. 
"For many 
Russians  he is a 
literary hero," said Alan 
Soldofski, professor
 and direc-
tor of the Center for Literary 
Arts. "He was a voice 
for free-





 to Soldofski. 
Yevtushenko is known as the 




because of his 
popularity 
and wide appeal 
to 
the average person. 
The most
 acclaimed of all 
Yevtushenko's
 poetry is "Babi
 
'jar," the






of Soviet Jews 
were 
slaughtered by the 
Nazis  
during
 World War II. This 





German  and 
Russian 














way ticket to Siberia. 
"He is a survivor,"
 said SJSU 
literature professor 
George 
Grant. "He is the 
first  really 
great poet of the 
new  genera-






















 Gorbachev in 
Moscow. 
Yevtushenko was an ally 
of 
Gorbachev,
 supporting his 
revo-
lutionary
 idea of glasnost
 from 
the time of its 
conception until 
the second
 day of the coup, 
when 




 of the 
Russian White 









 of others 
involved.
 




 things beside 
poetry.  He 
















He is also known for his 
directing
 and screenwriting 
abilities  in his film, "I am 
Cuba." 
Yevtushenko will take 
Part
 ni a conversation on 
stage with translator, James 
Ragan, at 12:30 p.m.  on 
Friday, Feb. 23,
 in room 109 
of 
Washington  Square Hall. 
He will read from his 
poetry  




Both events are free and 
open tu use 
public.  Ei 
re. 
If you
 can op 
this
 wide, 
for a Togo 
!SOO&  
for









& Sororities meet! 
No drugs or fighting! 
CINEBAR
 
69 E. San Fernando 
(corner of 2nd) 
Why l'a3, More? 
t -se a 
blazing fast 
486 or Pentium Computer 
only $6/hr and .25 a print 
Open 
M -F 9:00-3:00 p.m. 
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One
 hundred years before history's leap into the year "zero" A.D.. 
an 
artist  created a sculpture of antiquity's most i Lissit beauty. 
Venus  de Milo was 








































 I All 'NIA 1 l I 
wietiner
 stir l'herbe" ("Luncheon on the 
i :rass). like Venus 
ile Milo. \lances caricature of the
 classic beauty was 
Aso less than t 
iiiiveotion.il
 









 completely  
unqualified
 to march 
down 
the runway










what  has 




























Men,  too, 

























 22 - 28, 1996 Etc. 
Research,  for 











 that the lum'
 
ber of anorexia and
 bullemia cases in 
the 




od of ten years, 
claiming  the lives of 
nearly 100 
women and girls 
annually.  Victims are 
athletes,  
models, students
 and career women.
 All are 
casualties of the 






shared by a 
major-
ity of American 
women.
 For example, the 
United States Department of 
Health and 14  an 
Services says that 70 percent of women of "normal" 
weight 
express  a 
desire  to be thinner. 
A scii ding 
number of 






Although it has become slightly less fashionable 
than it was in the 1970s and 19805, mum  g 
poses a significant health risk to 
sun -loving 
Americans. Statistics from the American Academy 
of Dermatology list melanoma Skill cancer as 
the
 







years old, a number that reflects a general disry-
gard for the possible
 dangerous effects of overex-
posure to 
the  sun. 
Many men and women, to 
maintain
 a year -long 
suntan, have turned to tanning salons,
 a practice 
that San Jose dennatedogist 
Anthony Badame said 
gives
 beauty-seekers a false sense of security. 
"We do 




hem,"  Badame said. Excess 
and  
intermit-
tent exposure to the ultraviolet (UV) rays present 
in both the sun and m tanning beds, can lead to 
several different 




mitre can have a long 
tenii  
effect quite contrary to tin me 
that
 lead some people 
to use 
tanning
 booths in the first place.
 "Eighty 
percent
 of what we perceive as aging





















The United States 
Department of Health
 












 sign ol health 
and vigor that so many
 
iii 







response to UV ilatti.ig, is ta  g," Badame
 said. 
"Is that nice 






Badame said on 
us ii




overexiiinili  e 
to sunlight than they 
were ten years ago. I 
ii it
 lie said, is 
one 
assticiated with 
%mot\  awl the false assumption that 
only old people 
gut 
skiuu Allier. 
"I think it's that 
immortality of 
you
 that nothing could happen 
tit 
them,"  he 
said. 
The desire for 
immortality  is die
 saint'
 desiry 
ii nit leads many people
 to the offices of plastit sur-
geons. This past decade has inhered in a 
new age 
of nipping and tucking: what was once considered
 
socially shameful is 
now  a common practice. The 
number of plastic surgeries in the 1990s are up 
more than 33 percent froni the last decade. 





Surgeiy  said that














urements),  the 
remaining 
majority 
are  seeking 
surgery
 purely- 14 )1. 
























nOt that person ... this 
unit
 to .1(1.114 Ili,'
 
to the









with  plastic 
surgery, 





































Me\ dioose to 






















Continued  on page 8 
February


























millions.  Silicone 
has 
not 
killed  a 
single  


















implantation,  an 
issue






 that the use 
of silicone 






 of implant 
surgery 
to those
 of buying a 
new car. If you 
buy a car, he 
said, you 
can't 
expect  to not 
have
 any problems
 with it. But he 
added that the 
dangers  of silicone
 are not as 
ominous  as 
critics have 





 is legal, alcohol
 is legal and 
these  have killed 
millions. 
Silicone
 has not 
killed a single 
person 
yet and it is 
illegal,"
 he said. 
Yenikomshian
 currently
 uses saline 
implants
 in a sili-





performs  include 








are seeking quick -fix 
weight -loss solutions. 
"If you !Inn': 
that
 with liposuction you're 
getting  rid 
'I 
ixiss wvtgl  it, you're on the 
wrong  track,"  
liiiik,meThiati 
said.  "It is intended to 





 procedure, which 
removes bulges or 
"rolls,"  does 
carry  sonic dangerous 
risks along with it, 
although  the 
risk of 
infection  is 
relatively
 low. In rare cases
 a blood clot 
from the 
veins in the leg can
 get loose and 
enter  the 
lungs,  which may 
result  in a fatality. 
In
 other cases, the 
fat itself
 can get into the 
bloodstream and
 into the lungs. 
Regardless of the
 potential problems,
 the plastic 
surgery 









 no matter what
 
you do there are 
risks  associated with 
it.
 If you cross the 
street to Safeway 
to get a six-pack 














 1.11111.1-11111V in the field 
of 
athletics.  
CAMERA 3  S 2n0 a San Carlos  998-3300 
EEKDAY 










CAMERA ONE  366 S First 
St
  998-3300 
5 Oscar
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 SM RAN T 
Although he said he has never 
been  personally 
aware  of SjSU students 
using steroids, Head 
Athletic Trainer 
Charles Miller said
 the drug may 
seem like an 




 people use any 
kind  of drugs? I 
guess that 
maybe  they're 
looking
 for the quick
 easy 
out,  rather than 
working
 hard," he said.
 
Miller said it may
 also be an issue 
of competi-
tion, 
especially  if a rival is 
known to be using
 
steroids. Athletes
 may believe 
that they need to 
use 
the drug in order 








do help you retain 
water,  so each 
individ-
ual cell [gets] 




 stronger ... I guess
 you could call 
it artificial bulk." 
The benefits, which 
Miller  described as short-
term, are more
 than outnumbered
 by the side 
effects.  "You could 
probably  list them for 
about  five 
or six days," Miller
 said. The collection
 of potential 
complications can




 the testes and what 
Miller 
describes as more 
"benign"
 side -effects, such as 
acne and 
"roid-rage," the 
abnormally  short temper 
associated with 




 so, some athletes 
do continue to use 
steroids. Since many
 of the major side
-effects  are 
long 
term
 and invisible, the 
short ten)) visible 
ben-
efits are considered
 to be the rewards
 of a worth-
while gamble. 
Unfortunately, the 
desire to look 
younger and niore
 attractive may not 
be a product











Room + Tax 




. VCR . 
. Free Hot Breakfast . 
Arena Hotel 




2404 srEvENs CREEK BLVD., SAN JOSE 
(408) 293-5000 
Free Parking 
Exp. March I, 1996. Ma not good with any other promotion. 
Subject to availability Saone 





























































Only five in 
100 women 
will  ever have 
the
 
body and Face 
of
 a Cosmopolitan 
model or a 
fashion 











 men are 
somewhat  less sub-
ject 
to media -fostered 











 has always been a 
variable factor 
in 
our society, and 
despite
 its influential 
nature, 




current trends in the 
way  we perceive 
the 
"ideal"
 body have created many 
victims
 of 
vanity, it is likely that 
the waif -thin, sun -dam-
aged images of 
bodies
 today will one day 





 TO GO 
 Mandarin ez Schechuan  Lunch and Dinner 









6 Blocks North 
of Santa Clara 
Between













Mexican  Food 
$1 off all pitchers of beer on 
Friday:::
 






170 Sours 1 ern STENILT 
SAN Joss, CA 95112 
(4011) 
2794256  
Mon -Thu flain- 1 1 11111 
Fri








































MIR'S  in 
his 
abdomen,























































































































 last, it 
is obvious
 this 








































 INA,. Fat h 
song
 
has a unique, 

















 longues of Death
 Row, Tupac's in-
your -hit e lyric 
style is powerful and full of 
(mei gs A few 
collaborations
 have been put 
t.tgtilici
 oil this new 
releases. making it 
possiltlt hti the 
listener
 to compare Itipac's 
hold  
vocals to the much 
smoother
 
and  laid 
back 
rhymes
 of Dr. Dre and Snoop.
 
Overall, the only mistake
 made by 
'rupac in this 
musical  endeavor is his 
eager-
ness to produce more music than he had in 
him.
 lii 
list comptu t disc 
in the 
set is 
pai kcil with potential hits front beginning 
to end,
 including "California 
Love,"  co-pro-
duced and featuring 




to the grandeur  
of 
the
 first, which is one of 




 hit the hip-hop scene in quite 
sonic time. 
In a self -reflecting song 
that encom-
passes
 his life over the 
past  few years, "Only 
God  Can Judge 
Me
 Now," Tupac proclaims
 
"that which does 
not  kill use can only 
make
 





first disc of the

























lution of a group
 














stars. In fact, 
iii,',




















Lim."  is 
sched-
uled
 to be 
released  on 
Feb.  27 
and
 is their 
sec-
ond 
under  the 
Rasura! 















































































V et' ir 
, t 4,0, t
 
906'
 - lip taat


















 four to five days,






music the band 

















og to a 




their  soogs begin 




 break into furious






based  around catchy, 
melodic
 
guitar  sounds giving 
the










 listener on a journey 






 In "447" and "Adalox," 
Timeo
 sounds like early 
Velvet 
Underground.  
Timco evolved from 
Thomson's former 
band  Nice 
Strong Arm 
(NSA), which 
called it quits 
in 1990. 
Thomson 






Francisco  from 
Anson.




 were joined 
by !tonal 
NSA  drum -
7. 7 
2 
Filwl  Deatliel 
and  Sink - 
basscd.  Hun  
\ sc 
Imiummuc 
I i  
IlltIl





I he hand 
members
 said they will not  iiilight  
away, because  their 
ha,  plasii 
will
 be phis 
Europe with his
 other band. larnaticm.
 The Itand 
is 
siii)portive  about letting 
members
 do their own
 




 other bawls. 
Morning









110,11(1'  IS 511 poor. "It has been the 


































more  fun, 
charge






















































Catalyst in Santa Cruz will 
present  David Lindley and Hani
 
Naser in a 
sit-down  show. Doors open 
at
 7 p.m. and showtime 
is 8 
p.m.  'tickets are $13 in advance 
and $14.50 at the door. 
Must
 be 21 So over. 
Feb. 24 
The San Jose Symphony 
Youth  Orchestras will perform 
their 
second 
concert of the 1995-1996 




Performing Arts at 4 p.m. Tickets
 are $6 for adults and 
$3 for students. Tickets 
are available at the San 
Jose
 Symphony 
box office (495 Almaden
 Blvd.), or can be 
purchased
 at the 
Center for the Perfonning 
Arts.  






 "Phantom," a musical
 by 
Arthur  Kopit and Maury 




 for the Arts in Walnut 
Greek. Showtime is 8 
p.m.  For tick-
et
 information and other 




Feb.  23 
Guest conductor Carl 
St.  Glair will lead the San Jose 
Symphony 
in a program of 
Ticheli,  Bach's Concerto in D minor and 
Beethoven's Symphony
 No.6 in F major. The 
event
 will be held 
at the Center for the 
Performing
 Arts in downtown San Jose. 
For
 performance times and ticket 
information,
 call 288-2828. 
Feb.
 25 
Margie Baker and Quartet will feature 
the  jazz music of Duke 
Ellington at the San Jose Museum of Art from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
The concert is a part of series featuring the music of African -
American jazz
 composers from 1940-1905. Tickets are free to all 
San Jose Jazz Society 
members
 and $5 for non-members. 
Feb. 27 
KSJO 92.3 and Lamont and
 Tonelli will be at JoJo's 
Rock
 N' 
Roll hosting "Love Connection" 
with  the Bud Girls. The event 
starts at 7:30 p.m. For 
more






presents  Surf 
Night  with The 
Insect 
Surfers.  Showtiine












 another corporate toy any-
more. 
Thanks  to CU-SeeMe 
technology,
 anyone with WWW 
access
 can experience the future
 of on-line, interactive 
video. You don't need 











Here's a glitzy pop-culture oriented launch pad 




VRIV ... What is it? Could it be 
a really slow television?  
Yes. But the inteniet connoisseur will appreciate the multi-
media possibilities offered by SenseMedia. This technology 
could allow you
 to run your own on-line 







 the I lighway 17 Page of 
Shame, 
but 
you frequently drive over the treacherous
 mountain, you must 
check this page out. You never know, you 
might  be featured. 
These
 roving justices of traffic are also the 
jury  and the execution-
ers for
 bad drivers on one of Mother Earth's
 worst commutes. 
5. http://ic.net/intvirus/ 
If you're sick and tired 
of the Internet and all the
 tech-
nology hype, 
give this page try. Find out 
what
 the "zany 
'ziners"  are saying in 












with it ... maybe its 
MaybeIline."  
May  
it's  a 
tattoo.
 
These (lays, you never really can tell. 
Gone
 
are  the days when you






















 is not 
something
 I personally 
consider a beauty 
option. 
Apricot
 scrubs, OK. Cucumber eye stress 
relief gel, maybe. 
Paying
 
somebody  to stick a needle in me 
and shoot 
my




what  I'd call a good
 investment. 
I'll never forget my Thanksgiving family gathering two years ago, 
when my mother showed up wearing thick, round sunglasses. At first 
I figured
 she 
was  trying to make a fashion statement.
 But when I 
started making fun oilier for wearing them, she told me she couldn't 




"It won't be a problem after a 
few  days," she said, removing her 
glasses to reveal










 taking this too far. I mean, 
my
 mom's eyes did heal, 
and she was happy with the 
results  for a while. I became con-
cerned when she 
told me that she had to 
repeat  the eyelining 
process 
last year because the first job
 had "faded away." I didn't 
have  
the
 heart to tell her 
that
 ink doesn't just 
rub  off, that it was 
probably  
floating
 around inside her body, 
destined to cause cancer. 
Hally, a 
consultant
 at Tanuny's Skin 




 what happened to 
my
 mom was normal. 





 the ink lasts a 
long
 time," she said 
during  a 
phone interview. "On 
others, it fades away. If 
it fades within six 
months, we do it 
over  for free. It 
hurts,







 chipper, even 
happy. Business is 
good,  she said. 
Shaving
 one's eyebrows to 
have  them replaced 
with  ink is in, she said. 
Born 
with  Brooke Shields 
eyebrows? Replace 
them with delicate, 
waterproof 
arches.





 For $45, you can 
make it happen! 
Maybe
 I'm  a weenie,
 but when 
someone






with color, or 
even
 just lined, 
I cringe. 
(Hally  
reminded  me that 
I could always 
opt for a pain 
killer,  or an 
alcoholic
 
beverage  before the process.) 
"Yeah, it 
does hurt,"
 she said 
with  a laugh. 
And what 
about  wnen 
they 
mess  up? She giggled 
evilly  and 
said, 
"Yes,  we even 
mess
 up  
sometimes  we go outside the 
lines. 






 to make an 
appointment
 tight now. 














you  could just










 as long. But people like 


















 these days in (lark 
brown, 
almost





 look is 







Hally tried to pursuade me 
that

















 it,  and 
bow 















and  a 
high 












April  19): It may not 
hi
-
springtime yet, but it is spring cleaning 
time. It's here early this year and it's 
necessary! Get rid 
of old belongings 
that have no value anymore. Get out the 
cleaning rags and get to work. 
Taurus  
(April 20- May 20): You've 
been  a bit more chipper these days. 
Even though the 
work
 load still doesn't seem to be letting up, your 
attitude is better. Give 
yourself a pat on the back. You don't 
know  it 
yet, but there's a big 
reward coming your way. 
Gemini 
(May 21 -June 20): Sex, sex, sex. You've been thinking about it a lot 
lately. In fact, soon you'll start 
dreaming  about having sex with people 
you hardly 
even know. While hormones run wild, consider bike 
riding
 
or cold showers. 
Cancer 
(June 21 -July 22): Someone 
is keeping a secret from you, but you 
will learn about it this week. Although 
it
 won't involve you directly, you 
must be sure 





(July 23-Aug. 22): Helping people in need is your
 nature. Your 
kind heart compels you to be 
giving toward others. Now is a good time 
to utilize this fine
 characteristic you possess. Volunteer at the local food 
bank
 or shelter. 
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Make it a 
point  to be early for all appointments 
this week. Be efficient and stick to a strict
 schedule. The self-discipline 
is necessary and certainly good 
practice  for the months to come. 
Libra 
(Sept. 23- Oct. 22): Trust is important this week, have lots of 
it.  
People  will say things, but you will hesitate to believe them. No matter 




Nov.  21): Quit staring at the television set and get busy. 
You're 
procrastinating  and your school work will eventually suffer. The 
week 
to
 come is important for your success. 
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21): The bad 
luck days are finally over. It's nothing 
hut pots of gold for the rest of the 
semester.  Money problems are just 
about over. Stay away from credit cards and spend wisely. 
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22 -Jan.
 19): You 
and your 
significant
 other will reach an 
understanding this week
 you never thought possible. This is a ground-
breaking achievement. 
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20 -Feb. 18): Spring fever is hitting early this year. You've been 
thinking of the beach, barbecues and sleep overs. Your ready to shop 
for a bathing suit. But remember that relaxing comes later. Right now, 
it seems like all work and no play, but there will be days for relaxation. 
Pieces 
(Feb. 19-Mardi 20): Every time someone nibs you die 
wrong 
way, you overreact. This will be the 
week
 when everyone pushes your 
buttons. Try something new: 
don't  react at all. Tuni your nose up. That 
will show them. 
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-AND STUFF YOU CAN'T 
CET ANYWHERE
 ELSE! 














SAN JOSE'S EXCLUSIVE BODY 
MODIFICATION
 MVO 
FEATURING PIERCING, TATTOOING, BRANDING, AND SCARIFICATION 
108-280.6699 1255. 





"BAWDY CASTE" EVERY SAT. 
S' 
'ROCKY 
SHOVV5  EVERY 
366
 S.First St. 
I 
SATURDAY AT MIDNIGH77 
998-3300 
ALL SEATS 
5500
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